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What happened in New York this week is not surprising, unless you have
been unaware of the facts. Lovers of baby-killing do not disappear or even
slow down in their efforts to make the slaughter of the yet born totally unre-
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stricted. They are more motivated than ever because abortion nationwide is
becoming nakedly seen for what it really is.
It was shocking for many when the New York State House erupted in a
standing ovation, cheering and clapping as the announcement was made that
they, the senators of New York, had passed a bill reversing all restrictions on
abortion, making it legal to murder a baby right up to the birth day. Shocking,
but not surprising. The early mantra ‘keep it safe, keep it rare, keep it legal’ is
now seen for the hypocritical lie it always was. They don’t care if it is safe.
Women’s lives are put in danger repeatedly. They certainly don’t want it to be
rare! They only want it to be legal, as if their puny legalisms could make murder righteous.

New York State is simply the loudest in a line of others such as Alaska, Colorado, Vermont, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, The District of Columbia, Oregon, and Vermont that already
have no restrictions. 24 other states have broad loopholes making abortion practically unrestricted.
New York has not exactly accomplished something unprecedented. What makes the New York bill
especially evil is the celebratory national declaration it paraded. The New York skyline, once ablaze
with 9/11 fire, which demanded agonized empathy and unbridled support, this time was glowing
pink, as the World Trade Center was lit up with pink lights. Pink lights? Were they celebrating the
birth of girl babies? No, they were worshipping Moloch as they commemorated the death of
girl and boy babies.
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Did the Roman Catholic leadership take some kind of prophetic stance against this? Was governor Cuomo excommunicated and banned from the communion altar by Cardinal Dolan? Did Dolan
rebuke the charade of Cuomo’s pseudo Christian faith as being the vile mockery it is? Oh no. Dolan
said he could not use excommunication as a political weapon. See this is just ‘political.’ Thankfully
many Christians of all denominations are now awake, but it is still common for even professed Christian people to withdraw from this battle because they don’t want to get ‘political.’
I know how frustrating it can feel. “What can I do? I am overwhelmed with immediate demands
on me. I am also only one person. I hate what is happening but I feel so impotent.” The first thing we
can do is refuse to be seduced by the spirit that whispers those very words to us, telling us it is best
to leave this to others who are more equipped. It is true that there are others more equipped. Still,
at the very least, they should have your full support behind them in prayer. Our grave danger is not
in failing to act. It is our failure to grieve. It is not our refusal to face the enemy, it is our refusal to
admit that it IS the enemy. Denial is a very common human escape mechanism we as Christians cannot afford.
Here is what we all can do. At some point in your day, busy and full as it may be, stop. Turn your
face to Heaven, and cry out “Oh Lord, our hands are drenched in blood. Have mercy on us. Forgive
us. Awaken us to righteousness. Strengthen and anoint those called to minister to the pregnant
women who are faced with this ‘legal’ option to murder their unborn. You are the giver of life, not
death. Give us Your heart. And where we can, show us how to take action for righteousness.”

Behold, children are a heritage
from the Lord,
the fruit of the womb a reward.
Psalms 127:3
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It is your generosity of spirit shown by your amazing
financial and prayer support that allows us to be a
generator of life, light, and truth into some dark
places. This year we were able to reach people that
can’t afford help on their own. The list is long. The
need is great. But we are thankful for every advance,
every marriage, every family, every individual that
was reached because of your faithfulness.

THANK YOU!
Happy Valentine’s Day!

GOSNELL
MOVIE NOW ON DVD
Kermit Gosnell is the most prolific serial killer in American history. You
may not know that. Even though he was very recently arrested, tried, and
convicted in a Philadelphia PA courtroom, the news media did all they
could to cover up his story. Why? Because his victims were babies. This film
is NOT graphic. It is not enhanced with scripted scenes based on writers’
opinions. It is taken directly from court records of the trial. It is powerfully
presented, well acted, and an effective tool to awaken friends and family
to the truth about the murder of children.
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Closing Thoughts...
Because it is NOT political, we will not win this war
politically. Those who are making preparations from
state to state to keep abortion unrestricted will continue to do so. It is only the transformation of each
heart, one heart at a time, that will save us from
drowning in blood, the blood of children, and our
own. It is the transformation of the heart by the gospel
that is our great and only hope.
In His Joy, Clay & Mary
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